
 

 

                        

EOTech 512 HWS 
Holographic Weapon Sight by EOTech (Models 512.A65 and 512.XBOW) 

 
                                         Reticle 512.A65                                                                Range Finder/Reticle 512.XBOW  

                                                                                                                     

The Model 512 A.65 is the most popular holographic weapon sight. This revolutionary technology is 
renowned for its precision and ability to function in harsh conditions.  It is ideal for users that want the 
best in speed and versatility, without the need for night vision compatibility. The model has a 65 MOA 
circle and 1 MOA dot reticle.  

Model 512. XBOW was designed with the crossbow hunter in mind.  The XBOW utilizes the unique 
properties of holography to create optimal range scaling data in a heads-up display.  Simply position the 
base of the scale on the target and read the yardage line that crosses the back.  This integral ranging 
pattern eliminates unnecessary body movement or added noise while in the stand since the ranging and 
aiming information are both displayed in the same sight picture. 

If you have a night vision device for home protection, look at the 552.  Same great sight and features plus 
night vision-compatibility. 

Optional accessories: Lens cleaning kit and OTIS lens swabs. 
 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Specifications 
 
 

 
 
*Specifications are subject to change without notice.  
  Images are for illustration purposes only. 

   

FEATURE SPECIFICATION

Night Vision Compatibility None
Magnification 1x
Dimensions (L x W x H) 143 x 51 x 64 mm
Weight
   512. A65 325 g
   512.XBOW 312 g
Field of View 28 m @ 10 cm relief
Eye relief Unlimited
Adjustment (per click) Approx 0.5 MOA (12.7mm at 91m) when zeroing
Reticle Option
   512. A65 0-  68 min ring  and 1 MOA aiming dot
   512.XBOW XBOW reticle with range assist
Battery type Two 1.5 V AA batteries
Battery Life
    Lithium 1000 hours at nominal setting 12 and room temp
   Alkaline 600 hours at nominal setting 12 and room temp
Water Resistant Submersible to 3 m depth
Sealing Internally fog-resistant optics


